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Abstract

The present paper describes a simple proomiure for recording teacher

interactions in a sixth-grade classroom. The data indicate that sixth grad;.,

students can record teacher interactions and serve as relinbility observers

.just as well as the teacher and an outside observer, thus relieving the

teacher from recording data while he or she is sexing as an instructor.

Finally, the merits of a diaital clock are explored and discussed.



Several investigators (Braden, Beuce, Mitchell, Cart:.er and Hall, 1970;

Hall, Panyan, Ralson and Braden, 1968; Hall, Lund and Jackson, 1968; McAllister,

Stachowiak, Baer and Conderman, 19G9; Sanders rnd Haneon, 1971; Themas,

Becker and Armstrong, 1968) have meacured.teacher interactions in the class-

room. Most, however, have relied on outside observers to record frequency

and typt of teacher-student interactions. Hall, Christler, Cennecon and

Tucker (1970) and Hall, Fox, Willard, Goldsmith, Emernon, Owen, Davis anti

Porcia (1971) used a teacher as the observer and experimenter in several

studies which involved counting inappropriate behaviors of a particular

child. The procedure was limited to a small number of stedents and to

counting only inappropriate behavior. Kubeny and Sloggertt (1973) developed

a procedure for the teacher to estimate the percent of time a student

engaged in appropriate and inappropriate behavior by using a variable

interval schedule of observation. This nettled is a useful tool for measuring

the overall on-task behavior of a small number ,students, but would be

difficult to implement in a laxge class. In both the Hall et. al. (1970)

and the Kubany and Sloggertt (1973) studies, reliability was taken by out-

aide observers which required the presence of an extra person iu the

classroom.

The present experiment was designed to study a method of recording

teacher interactions in which interactions were recorded for en entir2

class. It was also designed to determine if a student in the class could

act as a reliability observer, thus eliminating the need for cuteide

observers. A corollary advantage would also be realized if each student

cauld be trained to record the time of his individual interactions with

the teacher, thus relieving the teacher from the burden of recording 1w:ex-

actions ulth each child while actin.; as an instructor.
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The research was conducted in a- regular sixth grade classroom. There

were 23 students, one teacher and one student teacher. The students

represented a wide variety of backgrounds, both ethnic and socioeconomic.

The classroom was 25' by 3C1' and contained 23 desks arranged in three

rows facing a chalkboard and the teacher's desk in front of the room. A

wall clock with a sweep second hsnd was hung on the front wall beside the

teacher's desk and was visible to all students.

Procedure

Teacher Interactions were recorded during Math, Social. Studies and

Independent times. Math was held during a one hour period in the morning.

Students worked independently on individual assignments while the teacher

sat at her desk and reinforced on-task behavior and helped any children

who requested her aid. Social Studies was conducted for 45 minute periods

and featured primarily class discussions directed by the teacher. Independent

time (11/4 hour period) included a combination of reading, language arts and

spelling. Students worked on individual assignments and the teacher walked

around the room reinforcing correct responses and answering questions.

Observation periods occurred during 30-minute blocks of time in each of

the three subject areas.

Interactions were defined as any verbal comment, physical contact such

as patting a child's shoulder or nodding yes or no in answer to a question.

The time of each interaction with each child was recorded by both the

reacher and the reliability observer, or the students and the reliability
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observer, to the nearest 5 eeconde (e.g. 10:10;20, 1:?0:35). If the teacher

was interupted during an interaction with one student, both the initial

interaction and the start of the second interaction were recorded, ac well AS

the time of the ineerupter's interaction.

Deundent Variable

The dependent variable in this experiment was the reliability between

the two recorders. Two reliabilities were calculated. First, the teacher

counted the number of interactions recorded for each child (either on her

sheet during the initial conditions or on the students' pads during later

conditions), and those recorded for each child by the reliability observer.

If both observers recorded the same number of interactions, there were no

disagreements. If one observer scored three interactions and the other

four, it was defined as one disagreement. If one recorded five and the

other recorded three, it was defined as two disagreements. And, so forth.

This will be referred to asOccurrence Reliability. Reliability co- effici.ents

were calculated by dividing the total number of agreements for all children.

by the number of agreements plus disagreements.

The second reliability measure, Time plus Occurrence Reliability,

took into consideration the time at which each interaction was recorded.

At the end of the day, the teacher compared her times (or the children's

times) with the reliability observer's times for each child. An agreement

was defined as two times which differed by no more than 16 seconds. If the

difference was more than 16 seconds, the teacher checked to see if either

she or the reliability observer had missed an interaction. If the next

time corresponded to the one she was checking, it was counted as an emission

(one disagreement). If however, the next two times corresponded, the

previous teacher (or child) time and reliability observer time were both



counted as disagreements. A sample data entry for one child is shown

in Table 1. Reliability was computed by dividing the number of agreements

Insert Table 1 about here

by the number of agreements plus disagreements.

Ltje.2Eimental Conditions

Teacher aad Outside Observer - Wall Clock2: During Sessions 1-9 the

teacher carried a large clip 'board which listed the students names in

alphabetical order. Each time she interacted with a child she recorded

the time of the interaction beside the child's name. The reliability

observer (student teacher) sat in.ne front of the room and reeorded

interaction times independently on her sheet of paper.

Teacher and Observer and Callin9 Out Time - Walt Clock: The teacher

and observer were frustrated because Time and Occurrence reliability was

so low. During Session 11 they decided it would be a good idea to

"call out" times occasionally tomake sure thay they were reading the clock

correctly. Although this method was more reinforcing to the teachers, it

did not: have the same effect on their advisor. He tactfully pointed out

that this was not a legitimate way to record reliability, since it was not

independent.

Teacher and Observer - Wall Clock2: Sessions 13-17 provided. a natural

return to baseline during which the teacher and the observer recorded times

'of each interaction independent of_ each other.

Students and Observer - t1111 rlock. During Sessions 18-22 each student

in the room was given a small pad of paper and was instructed to keep that



TABLE 1

Teacher interactions
Sample for One Child

Data

Teacher

Time
Observer

Time-.
1.

Outcome
--=.-

10:01:20 10:01:15

-=.-.

Agreement
Agreement04:10 04:10

05:00 Disa_reementr:

06:00 DILIEllatqTentl
tareement
Agreement

07:25 07:15

08:50 09:00
10:30 10:30 Agreement

Agreament11:45. 11:50
12 :30 Disagreement

omission

14:20 14:15 Agreement
Acreement16:00 -15:55

*Discrepency between the
two times was greater then
16 seconds.

Occurrences: Teacher - 10

.Observer - 9

Time plus Occurrence:

Agreements - 8
Disagreements - 3

Time plus Occurrence

Reliability:
A/A + D x 100 = 73%



pad with him at all times during the observation period. The students were

also instructed to record from the wall clock on their pad each time, to

the nearest 5 seconds, that the teacher interacted with them. Two fifteen

minute instruction periods were conducted in which the students were asked

to practice recording times io insure that they would be able to do so

efficiently during the observation periods. Thus, the students now kept

an individual record of their own contacts with the teacher. ht the end

of the period the pads were collected and the times recorded on a summary

sheet identical to that of the observer's.

Students and Student Observer - Wall Clock
1

: h experimenters then

asked: if students can be trained to record individual teacher interactions,

perhaps they could also act as reliability observers. So, during Sessions

19-24, the teacher selected a different child ea7.41 session to serve as the

reliability observer. As in the other conditions, the student sat at the

front of the room and recorded the time of the intefactions.

Students and Student. Observers Digital Clock: The previous conditions

suggested that the low reliability between observers on clock reading was

not a function of the teacher's inability to tell time. The children.

suggested that it might be a function. of the clock itself. At this point

(Session 25) a large digital clock manufactured by Copal was donated with

a bit of persuasion and placed directly under the wall clack at the front

of the room. The two clocks were synchronized such that. the wall clock

was used for reference to seconds, and the digital clock was used for

minutes, since the most consistant error noted previously had beet in

recording the minutes, (e.g. 10:10.:45 was recorded as 10:09:45 or 10:11:45).



Students and Student Oliserver:. Wall Clock2: The digital clock was

removed (Sessions 33-35) to determine If the digit.el clock lied been

responsible for the change in reliability cbservered.

RESULTS

Occurence and Time plus Occurrence reliabilities are plotted for

each session in Fig. 1. During the initial Teacher and Observer
1

Insert Fig. 1 about here

condition (Sessions 1-9), occurrence reliability averaged 94,4% and

occurrence plus time reliability had a mean value of 63.5%. During the

"Call Out" condition (Sessions 10-12), occurrence reliability remained

high (mean = 99.3%) and occurrence plus time climbed to a meanof 97.9%.

In the return to baseline condition (Teacher and Observer2, Sessions

13-17), occurrence reliability remained high (97.6%), but occurrence

plus time reliability dropped to near its previous level (72.27.).

With the introduction of student recording (Student and Observer,

Sessions 18-22), both reliabilities remained stable with means of 96.3%

and 64.5%, respectively. When students acted as both recorders and

reliability observers (Students and Student Observer, Sessions 23-28),

occurrence reliability had a mean of 97.7% and occurrence plus time

. dropped slightly to 57.7%. When the digital clock was introduced

(Seosioils 29-35), mean occurrence reliability was 96.3% while occurrence

plus time reliability increased consistently (mean = 86.7%). When the

digital clock was removed (Sessions 36-38), occurrence reliability

remained relatively constant (94,3%), but occurrence plus time dropped to

a now low of 50.4%.
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DISCUSSIOI!I

The present study demonstrates that a classroom teacher can record

teacher-student interactions without major interactions in the classroom

routine. The study also demonstrates that students cannot only record

their own interactions but also act: as reliability observers, thus relieving

the teacher from recording data while he or she is acting as an instructor.

Although initially the teacher had to remind students to record their

interactions with the Leacher during the Students and Observer condition,

after twc sessions the students' recording became routine and no longer

caused any interupLions in on going lessons or discussions, Further research

needs to be conducted to determine whether a similar procedure could be

used to record the type of interaction - positive, negative or instructional.

Finally, the large part the digital clock played in maintaining high rate

of time plus occurrence reliability should be noted.
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FOOTNOnS

1Reprints may be obtained from Susan Semb, Pinckney School, Lawrence

Unified School District #497, Lawren, Kansas, 66044.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Occurrence (filled circles) and time plus occurrence (open

circles) reliabilities plotted as a function of sessions. Experimental

conditions are described at the top of the figure.


